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-Simple and intuitive -One-time or repeat reminders -Snooze -Audio alert -Reports and statistical charts -Automatic shutdown -Portable -Uninstaller -Designed for Windows 7, 8.x, 10, and Linux Guava is a in-memory collection framework for storing, accessing, and processing collections. Guava is available under the Apache 2 license at For source code, design
documents and more information, go to Guava is a trademark of Google Inc.Q: Average of data in mysql using current date interval i have a calendar table where i have a row for each month. I was wondering if it is possible to write a query to select the average of the number of row per month (the row is not necessary for all of the month) This is my table: id

id_type id_user_create date id_user_read date 1 211 18 01/01/2010 18 2 211 18 02/01/2010 18 3 211 18 03/01/2010 18 4 211 18 04/01/2010 18 5 211
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Remembers important things in your life for you. One time or repeat reminders can be set up, you can make the reminders silent or have an alert beep (optional). Key Features • Set up reminders for any day of the year and week, and for when ever you want (1 or 2 days, 1 or 2 weeks).• The reminders can be silent or have a beep. • Set reminders to make a
reminder at a date or time you choose, or have the reminders set up at the beginning or the end of the day (and at an "Any Time" option).• Edit reminders and tasks anytime.• Preview and rate reminders and tasks.• Snooze any reminder to remind again in any time for 1 or 2 hours.• A progress bar is displayed when reminder is being set up.• Copy and paste
tasks and reminders.• Run ORememberMe from the system tray.• A sound reminder is played.• Use Reminder Notifier (optional).• Usage statistics (optional).• Or you can use the custom reminder (optional). Pros • Easy to set up reminders for any day or week.• For setting up reminders, you get a lot of options.• For example, use the "Any Time" option to set

up reminders automatically on the beginning or the end of the day.• You can set how the reminders sound (silent or a beep).• Set up reminders from any date.• And more. Cons • Set up reminders from any date.• But, this is a cons because, of course, you can do this from any date you want.• If you set this option, your reminders won't be set up at the
beginning or at the end of the day.• And again, how annoying. Installation • Run the ORememberME.exe file to install it.• The application is portable and can be copied to a USB flash drive. Mais um app gostoso. 0 Nathaneil 6/14/2017 04:28:08 thanks 0 Nathaneil 6/14/2017 02:58:07 Thanks for the feedback! 0 Rucio Bacci 6/13/2017 11:56:43 Good application,

good support. The best 0 Rucio Bacci 6/13/2017 11: b7e8fdf5c8
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ORememberMe is an application that you can use to set up reminders. This way, you can keep track of important upcoming tasks and events, such as birthday celebrations, meetings, appointments, grocery shopping, and so on. Doesn't need installation The entire tool is packed in a single.exe file that can be saved anywhere on the computer and directly
launched. Since ORememberMe is portable, you can also copy it to a USB flash drive to run it on any PC without setup. Set up one-time or recurrent reminders The main window has a simple look and structure, showing all options in plain sight. To create a new task, you can specify the display name, description, date and time, as well as make it a one-time
event or repeat it on any selected days of the week. It's possible to create as many tasks as you want, edit their properties or empty the list. After setting up tasks, you can minimize the app to the systray and carry on with your typical desktop activity. Pops up a message and plays an audio alert When time's up, ORememberMe displays a popup message in
the center of the screen and plays a brief audio alert to draw your attention. It reveals your reminder's description and gives you the possibility to enable snooze mode by asking the program to remind you of the same message again in any number of minutes. Interface needs more work Unfortunately, the interface looks a bit rudimentary. For example, the
columns with the task names, dates, times and other information make ORememberMe look like it's an unfinished project. We must also keep in mind that it hasn't received updates for a while. Voxilife Rating: 5 Voxilife is a simple and clean time-tracking tool that you can use to track employee time. It lets you create various schedules to plan business
activities and keep track of employee hours. You can also use it to create invoices for your clients. The application has a familiar design with simple interface elements that allow you to work quickly. All customization options are available from the main window, while others are accessed with a button on the upper right. It's easy to customize schedules and
create invoices using the tool. The interface is user-friendly and we appreciated that you can create invoices without leaving the program. Voxilife Description: Voxilife is a simple and

What's New in the?

ORememberMe is an application that you can use to set up reminders. This way, you can keep track of important upcoming tasks and events, such as birthday celebrations, meetings, appointments, grocery shopping, and so on. Doesn't need installation The entire tool is packed in a single.exe file that can be saved anywhere on the computer and directly
launched. Since ORememberMe is portable, you can also copy it to a USB flash drive to run it on any PC without setup. Set up one-time or recurrent reminders The main window has a simple look and structure, showing all options in plain sight. To create a new task, you can specify the display name, description, date and time, as well as make it a one-time
event or repeat it on any selected days of the week. It's possible to create as many tasks as you want, edit their properties or empty the list. After setting up tasks, you can minimize the app to the systray and carry on with your typical desktop activity. Pops up a message and plays an audio alert When time's up, ORememberMe displays a popup message in
the center of the screen and plays a brief audio alert to draw your attention. It reveals your reminder's description and gives you the possibility to enable snooze mode by asking the program to remind you of the same message again in any number of minutes. Interface needs more work Unfortunately, the interface looks a bit rudimentary. For example, the
columns with the task names, dates, times and other information make ORememberMe look like it's an unfinished project. We must also keep in mind that it hasn't received updates for a while. ORememberMe is a task reminder application, allowing you to set reminders for your everyday activities. The program can create reminders for any activity you want,
such as birthday celebrations, meetings, grocery shopping and so on. ORememberMe's screen is simple, clean and without unnecessary clutter. Just select which activities you want to set reminders for, set a reminder time, description, and that's all. ORememberMe is a lightweight application and can work independently. It doesn't need installation and saves
it all on your computer. ORememberMe is a portable application, allowing you to use it anywhere. You can copy it to a USB flash drive and use it on any computer. ORememberMe is rather basic, so we
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System Requirements For ORememberME:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit Windows 7 (Service Pack 1) 64-bit Windows 7 (Service Pack 1) Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU E6550 @ 2.53GHz or better Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU E6550 @ 2.53GHz or better RAM: 4 GB (8 GB for Kinect) 4 GB (8 GB for Kinect) Hard Drive: 50 GB 50 GB Graphics: DirectX®-compatible video card with 1024×768 resolution, Shader
Model 3.0-compatible,
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